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ABSTRACT 

This white paper describes the FLR/GLR from cloud tier solution that supports 

for restoring a file or a piece of backup from Data Domain cloud tier without 

recalling the whole backup. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The Avamar Data Domain cloud tier solution leverages the Data Domain’s cloud functionalities to allow customers to migrate 

the long term retention backups from Data Domain local storage to cloud storage and restore the long term retention 

backups from cloud storage to clients.  

 

For the backup stored on cloud, Granular or File Level Restore (GLR/FLR) from Data Domain cloud tier is the method to 

restore a piece of data or files of the backup from the cloud tier to client. Previously, without the GLR/FLR feature, Avamar 

requires to recall the whole backup from cloud to active tier even when customers only want to restore a part of backup 

from cloud tier. Currently, with the GLR/FLR feature, Avamar only needs to accurately read the data what customers want 

to restore from cloud tier to client. Thus, the GLR/FLR feature saves data transfer from cloud tier to local tier, it also saves 

money for customers. 

Avamar currently only supports the GLR/FLR feature for ECS cloud unit, Avamar does not support the GLR/FLR feature for 

non-ECS cloud unit. 

AUDIENCE 

The audience is the one who has the basic knowledge of Avamar and Data Domain system. 

BUSINESS CASE 

When customers want to restore a part of backup from Data Domain cloud tier to client, without the GLR/FLR feature, 

Avamar has to recall more data than customers need from cloud tier to local tier. With the GLR/FLR feature now, Avamar 

only accurately read the data what customers’ need from cloud tier to local tier. The feature saves data transfer and also 

saves money for customers. Because the downloading data transfer from cloud storage to local is usually charged by cloud 

provider. 

KEY RESULTS 

The GLR/FLR feature saves money for customers when customers want to restore a part of backup from Data Domain 
cloud tier to client. 
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AVAMAR DATA DOMAIN CLOUD TIER SOLUTION 

ARCHITECTURE 

The GLR/FLR feature relies on Data Domain’s capability of directly reading data from the cloud tier. Currently Data 
Domain only supports ‘direct cloud read’ for ECS cloud provider, hence GLR/FLR also only supports ECS cloud provider. 
Avamar client uses the DDBoost APIs to read the data on the cloud tier. 

There is no additional configuration for the customer to enable the GLR/FLR feature. When customers restore a part of 
backup from the cloud tier to client, Avamar automatically triggers a GLR/FLR restore to save data transfer for customers. 

The following figure shows how the GLR/FLR feature works. 

1. The customer selects to restore a part of backup from Data Domain cloud tier.  

2. Avamar analyzes the job and starts the GLR/FLR restore when the cloud unit is ECS cloud unit. Currently, Avamar 

only supports GLR/FLR for ECS cloud unit. 

3. Avamar sends restore work job to the client. 

4. The client reads the data from cloud tier to local storage via DDBoost API just like the data is stored in the active 

tier of the Data Domain. 

5. The GLR/FLR is completed when all necessary data are read from cloud tier. 

6. After GLR/FLR, the backup is still stored in cloud tier. 

 

Figure 1. Workflow of GLR/FLR 
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WORKFLOWS 

The following contents show how the GLR/FLR feature works when the customer restores a part of backup from cloud tier. 
There is no additional configuration for customers to use GLR/FLR feature. When the customer selects to restore a part of 
backup from cloud tier, Avamar will automatically do GLR/FLR for the customer.  
 
1. On Avamar MCGUI, select a backup which is stored on ECS cloud unit. And then select to restore a part of the backup. 

 

2. Avamar does a GLR/FLR restore from the cloud tier to client. You will see there is only one restore work job in Activity 
Manager. 
 

 
 

3. Then select the same backup, and select to restore the whole backup. 
 

 
 
4. Avamar does not do GLR/FLR restore, because the whole backup is restored instead of a part of backup. Thus, Avamar 

firstly recall the backup and then do a full backup resotre. You will see 2 work jobs in the Activity Manager. 
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CONCLUTION 

There is no additional configuration for customers to use GLR/FLR feature. Avamar automatically do GLR/FLR when 

customers restore a part of backup from Data Domain cloud tier to client. The GLR/FLR feature saves money for customers 

when customers want to restore a part of backup from Data Domain cloud tier to client. 

REFERENCE 

From additional information please review the following User Guides: 

• Avamar Administration Guide - AvAdministration.pdf  
• Avamar and Data Domain Integration Guide - AvDataDomain.pdf  


